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Synopsis
The federal government has an opportunity to revolutionize the way it identifies,
recruits, and onboards potential employees for federal employment. This report
identifies and promotes concepts around pro-active sourcing, talent pools,
communities of interest, process, policy, and infrastructure - all integrated and
designed with the goal of improving the federal hiring process, reducing vacancies,
developing mission critical skills, and improving the candidate experience.
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American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC)
The American Council for Technology (ACT) is a non-profit educational organization established to
create a more effective and innovative government. ACT-IAC provides a unique, objective and
trusted forum where government and industry executives are working together to improve public
services and agency operations through the use of technology. ACT-IAC contributes to better
communications between government and industry, collaborative and innovative problem solving
and a more professional and qualified workforce.
The information, conclusions and recommendations contained in this publication were produced by
volunteers from government and industry who share the ACT-IAC vision of a more effective and
innovative government. ACT-IAC volunteers represent a wide diversity of organizations (public and
private) and functions. These volunteers use the ACT-IAC collaborative process, refined over thirty
years of experience, to produce outcomes that are consensus-based. The findings and
recommendations contained in this report are based on consensus and do not represent the views of
any particular individual or organization.
To maintain the objectivity and integrity of its collaborative process, ACT-IAC does not accept
government funding.
ACT-IAC welcomes the participation of all public and private organizations committed to improving
the delivery of public services through the effective and efficient use of IT. For additional information,
visit the ACT-IAC website at www.actiac.org.
Evolving the Workforce COI
The Evolving the Workforce (EWF) Community of Interest (COI) brings industry and government
executives together to exchange information, support professional development, improve
communications and understanding, solve issues, and build partnership and trust by enhancing
government's ability to serve the nation's citizenry. The COI discusses best practices in the human
capital management arena with topics including workforce development, the inter-generational
workforce, analytics & talent management, emerging learning/training models, and employee
engagement.
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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared to contribute to a more effective, efficient and innovative
government. The information contained in this report is the result of a collaborative process in which
a number of individuals participated. This document does not – nor is it intended to – endorse or
recommend any specific technology, product or vendor. Moreover, the views expressed in this
document do not necessarily represent the official views of the individuals and organizations that
participated in its development. Every effort has been made to present accurate and reliable
information in this report. However, ACT-IAC assumes no responsibility for consequences resulting
from the use of the information herein.
Copyright
©American Council for Technology, 2017. This document may not be quoted, reproduced and/or
distributed unless credit is given to the American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council.
Further Information
For further information, contact the American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council at
(703) 208-4800 or www.actiac.org.
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Introduction and Executive Summary
Talent as a Service (TaaS) intends to be a model and guide for government to better identify and
onboard personnel into mission critical environments within federal agencies. It identifies new
concepts and ideas that can be applied across a wide range of human capital and human resource (HR)
areas that are responsible for talent management. TaaS pushes to the furthest reach of the talent
spectrum by identifying the need for proactive recruiting strategies that are supported by wellorchestrated strategic sourcing operations. This includes the seamless onboarding of a flexible and
mission ready workforce into federal agencies with talent needs. These concepts and solutions leverage
leading practices from all sectors and industries, both public and private.

Many ideas and recommendations covered in this report were focused around six primary areas. These
include three Core and three Foundational areas. Sourcing, Recruiting, and Onboarding being core to
the goals of TaaS and Process, Infrastructure, and Policy being foundational to what makes TaaS
operate. Within these areas we examined challenges and opportunities that federal agencies struggle
with today, using this as the context for solutions and recommendation to address these challenges.
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This report does not examine or provide recommendations on how individual agencies can better
develop employees or improve internal talent management processes. Additionally, this report makes
no recommendation on Department or agency oversight; instead it promotes concepts focused on
shared service capabilities to deliver TaaS.
A summary of recommendations are identified below and are covered in greater detail throughout this
report. These include:










Moving towards proactive approaches for recruiting and away from reactive approaches.
Creating flexibility with all employment types for federal employment (full time/part time/
temporary/surge/ and future talent needs).
Creating the ability for cleared professionals to move “in and out” of government.
Creating a Federal Talent Pool that supports program areas and communities of interest across
government.
Better matching of agency needs to the skills, abilities and career desires of candidates through
a robust talent profile and matching process (i.e., Match.Gov).
An improved candidate “customer” experience and better relationship management.
Integrating talent technologies, leveraging analytics and improving applicant tracking
capabilities.
Shifting HR’s focus towards employee development and away from staffing legacy functions.
Enhancing veteran’s training and hiring authorities.

This report will be subsequently followed with TaaS Concept of Operations, due for release in early
2018.
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What is Talent as a Service?
As an integrated schema, TaaS can provide agencies with a model for expediting and growing talent
throughout the federal government. It applies leading practices from a wide array of public and private
organizations and can serve to enable the next generation of mission ready workforce for the federal
government. By focusing on streamlined sourcing, recruiting, and onboarding capabilities, TaaS can
improve hire cycle time and move talent around more easily. To successfully implement TaaS,
government will be required to enhance policies, mindsets, and cultures that prevent the progression
of effective human capital management. By taking a holistic view of TaaS, innovative approaches can
be applied and implemented in a more rapid and agile way, better meeting mission demands, and
serving the country’s workforce in a more positive and action oriented way.

Why Talent as a Service?
TaaS can fundamentally change the way hiring and recruitment are conducted in order to meet a
critical need for talent in the federal government. TaaS builds on the concept that a well-integrated
system, supported by a flexible and adaptable human capital process, can attract the next generation
of workforce into civilian service. Today, the current business model for federal hiring hampers
government’s ability to identify, enlist, develop, and grow the best and brightest. TaaS seeks to change
this dynamic, incorporating pro-active strategies to market federal employment and attract both active
and passive candidates.
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TaaS is designed to make things easier by creating a seamless approach where job candidates for
designated positions are moved into a Federal Talent Pool, associated with like communities of subject
matter expertise, and readied for potential employment. This can increase the supply of workforce
eligible personnel in particular for program and mission areas. Within the TaaS construct, agencies
focus almost exclusively on employee staff development and leave sourcing, recruiting, and staffing
functions to operations and functions within the TaaS environment. TaaS however is not designed as a
“one size fits all” approach for federal hiring, rather used to target and improve mission critical skills
for needs across government.
TaaS also creates new flexibilities and user-enhanced experiences for the federal job candidate and
participant. Once in the Federal Talent Pool, participants would be able to move in and out of public
and private sector employment, without losing future federal employment eligibility. This can result in
improved and retained knowledge, skills, and abilities of staff who are able to continue their
professional learning anywhere and sharing of best practices gained across all industries. It will also
result in a larger number of potential candidates, who may not have been previously interested in
working for government, but now are more inclined to participate.
Agencies with staffing needs will be able to pull resources from the Federal Talent Pool, dramatically
reducing time to hire and expediting personnel readiness. Matching the right candidate to the right
department job will be supported through a robust talent profiling capability, what this report refers
to as Match.Gov. This will utilize machine algorithms and analytics to better identify potential right fit
based upon what the participants are looking for and the ideal type of personnel an agency is trying to
acquire.
Stronger workforce planning capability can increase visibility into agency and department needs and
enable improved demand management. Being able to identify workforce trends and mission needs
quickly allows for recruitment and sourcing functions within TaaS to ramp up resourcing and target
marketing. These are integrated with a seamless talent management hub (talent management system)
linking job postings, applicant tracking, assessments, talent profiles, and positon requisitions to an
agency’s Entrance on Duty (EOD) process.
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Source the Talent
Sourcing talent for the federal workforce has often been an overlooked component of the hiring
process. Sourcing is key to successful recruitment in the private sector and is noticeably light or missing
altogether across many federal agencies.
Sourcing should include those candidates seeking parttime, full-time, or temporary work – including passive
and active candidates that can be identified through the
use of publically available information. Talent can be
proactively
sourced
from
dedicated
federal
sourcing/recruitment specialists that have the
understanding and training to properly identify and
pursue candidates with the right skills, abilities, and
experience.
Government can develop a robust Federal Talent Pool
that not only matches to current federal employment
needs, but also captures potential future candidates for
future workforce requirements, particularly within
mission critical skill areas. In addition, the Federal Talent
Pool will stay constantly active and new talent will be
incorporated, refreshed, and updated on an ongoing basis.
Proactive sourcing should include dedicated sourcing specialists that will be armed with an “Ideal
Candidate Requirements Form” that will provide sourcing specialists with vital information about the
position, ideal characteristics, relevant details and job functions required for the role.
In today’s environment, job announcements are rarely accompanied by information on desired target
talent pools. These could include colleges/university program that have desired educational programs,
private sector companies that may have similar requirements, and/or other desired qualities
(geography, language, background, etc.) that may help hone in on the right pool of candidates. If
candidates desire to become part of the process, they will be asked to fill out their own candidate
profile that also includes preferences, job requirements, skills, and career aspirations.
Recruiters will also implement strategies to attract and recruit candidates from diverse backgrounds.
These workforce strategies may include developing strategic partnerships with outside organizations,
participating in job fairs, and engaging in strategic marketing campaigns to attract candidates of various
races, genders, ethnic groups, ages, tenure, organizational functions, education, backgrounds and
more.
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Sourcing Strategies
Branding the federal government as a great place to work and a desirable employer are critically
important to the overall success in building the Federal Talent Pool. Currently, agencies compete with
each other to attract and capture much of the same talent and skills. With TaaS, a streamlined and
consistent branding and marketing campaign can reduce the competition for talent across the entire
federal workforce and focus efforts. This will improve the chance for government to compete with
private and commercial employers for personnel.
The value proposition will attempt to be consistent, while the messaging will be tailored by audience
(employee type, regional differences, seniority, geographic location, etc.) to gain the interest of
potential candidates that may not have considered federal employment before. For mission critical
positions or hard-to-fill/hard-to-find position types, outreach and targeting will be leveraged to
improve and/or simply increase the talent pool based on the needs. For example, cyber professionals,
who are in high demand, are frequently recruited by major industry and private sector employers who
often have more tools they can leverage to secure resources for salaries and benefits. However, with
improved outreach and targeting, the federal government can consolidate its resources to source these
candidates, target colleges and universities, and proactively and successfully compete in the
marketplace based on the unique missions found in federal service. Although some of these techniques
are used by individual agencies, including some in the defense community (DoD) or the intelligence
community (IC), the recommended approach more holistically addresses this issue by reducing the
competition for talent within the federal government while leveraging the most beneficial programs
and relationships that agencies are using today.
The federal government should also develop an effective brand and marketing strategy to attract and
engage candidates. Developing strategies that clearly outline what the candidate will receive by
joining the federal government and knowing what drives a candidate who wants to work for the federal
government is foundational to this element. This requires creative strategies that are developed from
the candidate’s perspective and focus on the employment benefits and value gained for the candidate
(i.e., what will a candidate get from joining the federal government?)
Improving the candidate’s experience must also be a priority. When focusing on attracting and
engaging candidates, TaaS will take into account the experience the candidate will have while going
through the process. Is it quick? Is it responsive? Do candidates perceive they are valued for their
experience and skills? Winning the hearts and minds of the future workforce will be of utmost
importance.
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Recruit Into the Talent Pool
One of TaaS’s goals is to find, attract, evaluate and place
quality and ready candidates. If a candidate requests to
become a participant in the Federal Talent Pool, TaaS will
begin the process to assess the candidate. TaaS will review
the candidate’s qualifications, check references, and initiate
a security screening process. Once the candidate passes the
initial screening, s/he will be notified of their selection as a
participant in the Federal Talent Pool and their Talent Profile
will be finalized. Participants will then have the opportunity to identify their preferred type of
employment or preferred agencies for employment on a “Dream Sheet.” This concept is adopted from
DoD who uses this approach to better match skills and job preference of personnel and where they are
placed. Talent Pool candidates will also have the opportunity to find and apply for available jobs and
undergo an assessment to help determine if their qualifications match that of the positions.
Assessments can also be used to determine if participants have the right Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities
(KSAs) necessary for certain positions. Assessment data can be used by TaaS to also down- select
candidates. Once a list of qualified participants for a position has been identified, TaaS Recruiters will
work closely with the respective agency hiring manager to help select and move the best candidate
into a formal interview process.
Federal Talent Pool candidates are not bound to only federal positions when they are in the talent pool.
They will have the opportunity to move in and out of the Federal Talent Pool and seek opportunities in
the private sector. TaaS will keep records of Federal Talent Pool participants who have left the federal
sector, but maintain their record and clearance validity in the event that they wish to return for
new/different federal opportunities. Maintaining the records of those who left in the talent pool will
minimize the screening and assessment process once the candidate returns, significantly reducing time
to hire.
The Federal Talent Pool model alleviates excruciatingly long wait times to fill open requisitions and
clarifies candidates expectations who may have little idea what to expect in federal service. It also
allows for desirable candidates to seek employment outside of government or for them to be working
in the private sector while they are in the Federal Talent Pool. It does not restrict a participant from
seeking work or being employed; instead, it allows for the agencies to view the available cadre of willing
and immediately employable participants and greatly increases the speed at which positions are filled.
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Talent Pool Strategies
Once potential candidates are attracted and engaged for federal service, the government must
effectively prepare those candidates for federal employment. It involves a fresh overhaul of how the
federal government currently onboard employees. The talent pool is but one cog in the notional
machine of federal government transformation that is supported via a shared services infrastructure
model, where participants are consistently and efficiently sourced, assessed for viability for specific
needs, and then placed into the Pool.
The Federal Talent Pool serves as a sort of “holding tank” where the best and brightest vetted
participants are groomed, trained, and readied for employment. A huge added value to this holding
tank model is that the candidates are now employable by any federal agency that have positive
matches on their talent profile. This is where we introduce the concept of Match.Gov. Applying
technology such as Match.gov not only allows candidates in the Federal Talent Pool visibility into
desired areas, programs and agencies, but also provides agencies with accessible and ready-to-hire
talent based on the open requisitions or billets they have.
All Federal Talent Pool participants will have access and
participate in Communities of Interest (COIs) and also mission
specific program areas that are matched to their Talent Profile
and/or desired development path. In addition to encouraging
engagement and learning while in the Talent Pool, the COIs
and program areas will improve collaboration and networking
with all participants, virtually or in-person. This is a preferred
communication medium of future generations and the federal
government must embrace new techniques and approaches
to enable this collaboration.
TaaS will ensure compliance with EEOC regulations, adhere to
federal agencies' affirmative employment programs, and
provide support and assistance. TaaS will also collect and
maintain diversity data when selecting applicants into the
Federal Talent Pool. When agencies share their open position
information, they will be asked to share their workforce plan
and their EEO and diversity goals. TaaS will collect this
information and leverage it when fielding potential
candidates and participants.
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Dispersing to Agencies
Human Resource (HR) and Chief Human Capital Officer (CHCO) organizations have an opportunity to
dynamically change their approach to human capital management. By shifting priorities and resources
away from staffing functions and becoming more focused on organizational development (OD), federal
agencies will be able to focus exclusively on mission critical skill development at the department, team,
and individual level. Within TaaS, agencies are responsible for onboarding, developing, training, and
the performance of staff for agency specific missions and focus. From the moment a participant is
cleared for EOD with the designed agency, HR’s goal is to successfully onboard, acclimate, and begin
development planning and career growth conversations. This should be followed by other training and
development mechanisms that will be maintained and supported by the Chief Learning Officer (CLO).

A Customer Relationship Management and Employee Experience Process
Quality customer service and building strong customer relationships is critical to the success of TaaS.
Building and maintaining strong working relationships, implementing agile practices, conducting
frequent and effective communications with agencies, candidates, and participants will ensure a
system is in place to assist with the customer management activities that are essential to the success
of TaaS.
TaaS has two primary customers – agencies/departments and the Federal Talent Pool. TaaS will work
closely with agencies, providing each agency with dedicated liaisons. These liaisons will work to develop
a good working knowledge to support their respective agencies and build relationships with the Human
Capital offices and/or hiring managers. As its core, TaaS staffing and placement function is supported
by shared service constructs. By having a process that increases the supply of an eligible workforce,
downstream placement at the agency level becomes much more streamlined.
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A Sourcing Specialist and Recruiting Specialist will also work with each applicant/candidate/ participant
to help them prepare for and find the right federal job that is the best match for them. This process
will be tightly supported by IT applications that will allow for information and talent profiles to be
managed in a user-friendly environment, where all participants have the opportunity to review and
update their information, see where they stand in the process, and be able to see their history within
the TaaS process. Dream Sheets will ensure candidates have the opportunity to indicate their
preferences and determine what agencies are good matches for them. It is envisioned that interaction
from all parties occur in the Match.Gov environment.

Integrating the Infrastructure
TaaS will require an integration between all systems in the recruiting, hiring, onboarding and agency
Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS), including existing systems of choice and systems of
record. To achieve integration, performance, and metrics across this spectrum, TaaS will need full
integration amongst all of these areas to more easily distribute systems of record, talent profiles, and
other data. In addition, leveraging the capability of existing technology (e.g., Applicant Tracking
Systems [ATS]) to create better assessments or triggers throughout the process will support a robust
candidate/participant pool and reduce the time and effort of recruiting specialists throughout the
process.
TasS technology will integrate with workforce planning and analytics to have an accurate and up to
date view of part or all of the process, creating better forecasting capabilities, predicting future staffing
requirements, identifying skill gaps, and increasing matching of needs and expertise across the
government.

Fresh Views on Public Policy
Enacting legislation is a lengthy, complex process that requires the participation and agreement of a
wide range of stakeholders. However, government does have a rich history of creating a host of hiring
authorities to expedite the hiring process or achieve public policy goals. Currently, over one hundred
hiring authorities are available to agencies covering a wide array of different appointment types.
Government should be motivated by the needs to fill critical skill gaps (e.g., cybersecurity), employ
veterans and other constituents, and TaaS’ potential to save the government long-term financial
obligations (e.g., lifelong employment, retirement funds).
TaaS may need its own authorities to hire on behalf of the Federal government as a whole, but it should
reference and leverage any existing authorities. The best models with time limits are short-term
temporary (1-2 years) and term (1-4 years) appointments that are intended for limited employment
reasons. Additionally utilizing concepts around contingent workforces like the Federal Emergency
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Management Agency’s (FEMA) specialized legal authority for a cadre of on-call disaster support
(Stafford Act) is another option. Another prime example is the Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA),
which allows for the assignment of employees in academia, non-profit organizations, and state or local
governments for a term of up to four years.
Authorities for veterans currently exist (i.e., Veterans Employment Opportunities Act), and there are
opportunities to evolve those policies to meet the needs of both agencies and those who served our
country. TaaS could serve as a valuable resource to help vets navigate the difficult transition to the
civilian workforce, by helping them build their skills and provide opportunities to explore a work
environment similar to their military service. To grow and prepare this veteran pipeline, TaaS could
offer a community program to help vets identify and develop their transferable skills to transition to
the civilian workplace. This could complement existing programs used today by the Departments of
Labor and Veterans Administration.
In examining funding options for TaaS support, there are several funding authorities currently available
to interagency services (i.e., Federal Shared Service Centers), the Working Capital Fund (WCF), and the
Franchise Fund. These funding mechanisms are intended for centralized administrative support
services that receive reimbursements from the agencies that receive these services. These funding
sources allow Federal agencies to “outsource” their transactional human resource functions by
entering into an Interagency Agreement (IA). The Working Capital Fund enables a service organization
to receive funding through fees charged to agencies for services, and possibly fees for planned capital
improvements (e.g., hardware or software updates/upgrades). Lastly, agencies might consider an
outsourced TaaS Shared Services model (i.e., the Transportation Security Administration or the U.S.
Department of Commerce).
TaaS can adopt and adapt current hiring authorities, propose new hiring authorities, and leverage
existing funding mechanisms if needed.

Bringing It All Together
The ability to efficiently and effectively bring talent into the federal government can be made possible
through the implementation of TaaS. TaaS builds on the concept that a well-integrated system,
supported by a flexible, and adaptable human capital process, can attract the next generation of
workforce into civilian service. By embracing this system, government can create efficiencies in the way
it sources mission critical skills, the way it disperses talent across agencies, and improve the candidate
experience through development and community of practice building.
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Recommendations
1. Create a federal value proposition and marketing campaign that can be tailored to attract and
engage candidates for federal employment.
2. Move towards a strategic recruiting mindset and take proactive steps to identify ideal candidates.
Leverage technology and marketing to find and attract candidates.
3. Attract all types of potential employment. Include candidates seeking part-time, full-time, or
temporary work – including passive and active candidates.
4. Maintain and grow an active U.S Federal Talent Pool that is refreshed with cleared and eligible
personnel; regardless of number of open agency requisitions.
5. Allow talent pool participants to move in and out of public and private sector employment.
6. Leverage “virtual” Communities of Interest to increase collaboration and attract a more agile
workforce.
7. Create Match.Gov and improve the candidate experience for federal employment.
8. Make everyone in HR a talent development specialist.
9. Enhance veterans training to include programs around skill development (within the Federal Talent
Pool or Program Areas) for vets coming into civilian service.
10. Integrate talent management systems and applicant tracking with workforce planning functions;
leverage analytics to constantly improve all process areas within TaaS.
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